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MAMMARY EDUCATION MIES: Continuing English S.tl.tdiDur the Summer--

gints for Sponsors and Teachers of School Age

Children*

IIntroduction I

This Bulletin considers a particular problem: What resources are avail-

able to school-age ehildren learning English as a second language? It focuses

particularly on the resources available in the community outside the regular

school year program, since it is especially important to find alternative

resources for learning English during the summer months.

When the school year ends, Vietnamese and Cambodian school children and

secondary students have to find ways to keep up the English language skills

they have developed during the school year. They are anxious not to lose the

skills they have mastered, and they need to maintain a continuity in their

study of English.

What are the resources available in the community during the summer vaca-

tion for language study? Where can they find opportunities to develop their

language skills, and to practice and use the skills they have learned?

This Guide is intended to suggest a variety of approaches to study and

review English language skills outside the regular school system. They include

summer school ESL olaskies and other summer school programs, ESL tutoring, and

other less formal language learning activities which may be available in your

community.

Learning English in an American School]

First, consider how Indochinese students go about learning English as a

*This guide is also printed as INTERNED SECONDARY SERIES f 2: Continuing English

Studies During the Summers Hints for Sponsors & Teaohere of School Age Children.
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second language in the environment of an American elementary or secondary school.

Two closely related learning experiences are involved: formal instruction in an

ESL class (or with a tutor or ESL aide), and lots of informal practice listening

to English and speaking English outside the language class. During the early

stages of language learning, it is vital to have formal, structured English

language instruction. But students at every level also need practice hearing,

speaking and using the language meaningfully. Students get the most valuable

practice when they actually use English to communicate with their classmates and

teachers. Students need both kinds of learning experiences in order to master.

English as their second language.

Why is special ESL instruction so important? Because it is the most effi-

cient way to learn to control the basic structures of the language. The goal of

ESL instruction is to teach the students to speak English naturally and idiomati-

canto ESL materials carefully control the introduction of vocabulary and sen-

tence patterns, and students are taught to master each stage of language learning

before they are given more complicated material. Thus, they learn English in a

carefully ordered sequence, and in this way they develop the same sort of auto-

matic-control of the language patterns that a native speaker has.

The materials used in an ESL class are specially designed for the student

learning English in America. In addition to language lessons, they give the

student an introduction to important aspects of American culture. So the ESL

class teaches the student about a new language and a new culture as well.

But language learning is not limited to the ESL classroom. A student learns

each time he uses English to communicate with his teachers Find classmates.

Because Indochinese children are integrated into the whole program in American

schoLls, they attend regular classes in a full range of subjects. Potentially,

every class can be a language class for them, and, with some careful preparation,

a significant language learning experience. For example, a brief summary of the

lesson in simple English, and a glossary of important words can prepare the

student for the class and help him follow the lesson. But this preparation also

helps build language skills. When a lesson is treated in this way, a class in

any subject - whether history or math, or even art or music - becomes an English

language lesson.

Students learn outside their classes Sewell. Other school activities, both

structured and informal, provide opportunities for the students to learn to use

English naturally by talking with American teachers and friends. In many ways;,
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these informal activities contribute most to their mastery of natural and

idiomatic English. They offer students a chance to express their ideas and

feelings in English, and, through contact with their peers, to learn about every-

day language and life in America.

There are other language resouroes in the community, and they are espeoially

important during the summer vacation, when the students need a satisfactory

alternative to the school environment. The best alternative is to find resources

similar to what the school offers -- both formal instruction (or review) and

regular opportunities to use English to oommunioate with American peers.

ISummer School Programsl

Many school systems offer a full schedule of summer school classes for all

levels and grades. Generally speaking, the summer school program is oriented

. toward review of material covered during the school year. For this reason, it

provides a good way for school Children, who have been handicapped by rather

weak English skills, to go over past work and to prepare for the coming year.

They can concentrate an a few subjects which have been difficult for them without

having to keep up with all the other courses they take during the regular school

year.

Some school systems have set up special ESL classes as part of the summer

schedule. A summer ESL program is an ideal way for Indochinese students to study

English, since during the summer they can devote all their attention to the lan-

guage class. One important advantage of an ESL program in the school system is

this: when the school develops the program, care is taken to make sure that class

material is directly relevant to the specific language needs of the students.

Language lessons and class activities reinforce the basic vocabulary and patterns

they use everyday in the classroom.

A summer ESL class is a very effective means for school age children to

master basic English structures rapidly. A few school systems have the resources

to set up special summer ESL programs, and if such classes are available in the

community, refugee students should be strongly encouraged to take part in them.

If an ESL program is not available, students should consider taking one or

two summer school classes in other subjeots. They are a worthwhile alternative

as a language learning experience.



Summer classes offer language students many of the advantages of.the Class-

room situation during the regular school year. A class in a particular content

area provides a somewha:: controlled English environment. The subject matter of

the class dictates to some extent the vocabul3ry used in class presentation and

text materials. Individual language lessons can easily be constructed around

the material being studied in the class, using important words and concepts in

the subject area.

Although less controlled than a formal ESt class, a summer course of review

or preparation for the coming year can contribute significantly to the develop-

ment of the student's English language skills. When supplemented with skill

building exercises, a course in any subject area can help the student gain

mastery of basic English patterns. In addition, the classroom situation itself

gives students the opportunity to work in an English-speaking environment and

to continue using English every day during the summer vacation.

A Note an Commercial ESL Schools and Institutes. In many communities now

there are commercial schools which are set up specifically to teach English as

a second language. The best of them can be relied upon to teach English using

modern methods and materials. They tend to be a rather expensive alternative,

especially' when one considers the small amount of material which can be covered

in one or several courses.

Most commercial institutes direct their programs almost exclusively to

adults. They teach a general English course and usually make no effort to con-

sider the special language needs of students in public schools. For these

reasons, cannarcial ESL programs may not be appropriate for school age children.

Tutoring English as a Second Language*

A tutoring program in English as a Second Language (ESL) is a good alter-

native to formal ESL classes. English tutoring can also serve to supplement

other language learning activities.

Many sponsors have found volunteer tutors in the community, and some take

on the responsibility of tutoring themselves. Specific training or experience

in ESL teaching is not absolutely essential for successful language instruction.

*See GENERAL IMPaRMATION SERIES #1: Hints for Tutors.
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A careful volunteer teacher or tutor can provide highly effective language

lessons. Some ESL materials are designed especially for those who havehad

little or no previous experience in language teaching. By using them consoien

tiouslY, the volunteer tutor will be able to offer wellplanned and efficient

English classes.

Tutoring is a very rewarding experience, but it is also a serious responsi

bility. The tutor has to be willing to set aside a certain amount of time, on

a regular basis, to carefully prepare and conduct the English lessons. Because

school age children acquire a second language differently from the way adults

do, the tutor needs to be sensitive to the ways children learn and to the partic

ular language skills that are most relevant for them.

Here are some suggestions which should make the task of giving English les

sons a little easier.

Set a Regular Schedule. Students need to learn language in a structured

learning environment. A regular meeting time and lesson length contribute to a

good atmosphere for studying English. When students know that they will meet

.1
the tutor regularly, they can plan review and preparation for each lesson. If

students are not attending other classes in English, one or two tutoring sessions

a week should be considered a minimum. Ideally, they should meet with the tutor

every day, if possible. It is better to have frequent short lessons (no mars

than en hour) than to meet longer at wide intervals. Set up a schedule and

stick to it.

Design the Lesson for the Student. The great advantage of tutoring is that

you can respond directly to the student individually. Each student has differ

ent skills and different language needs. Before you start, you need to assess

what the student knows and what skills are most important for him to master.

Some need intensive pattern practice, while others, who have learned basic

structures, need to develop conversational fluency. Make sure your lessons

concentrate on the skills your particular student needs most.

Make Clear Goals for Each Lesson. Don't overwhelm your student with too

much material at one time. Focus on a few important points in each lesson, and

cover them well. Use a variety of approaches and work toward mastery. Plan a

little review at the beginning and and of each lesson. By limiting your goals,

you will be able to make sure that the student has real control over each

element of the lesson.
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Relate Your Approach to the Student's Age and Interests. Students learn

at different rates and respond to different teaching strategies. Older students

learn English rapidly using concentrated driliwork and controlled conversation

practice. But younger children need a greater variety of language learning

activities, such as songs and games. Language lessons are more appealing to

all students when they introduce subjects that are interesting to them. A good

tutor will vary the content and the 'approach to fit the student.

If Possible, Consult with the Classroom Teacher. The student's classroom

teacher should be aware of his language skills, and can help you determine what

areas the student needs to concentrate an. But even when the teacher is not

available, you should plan your lessons so that they will develop skills that

are relevant to classroom work. Often it is a good idea to build lessons around

class material. In this way, the student can review and at the same time broaden

the skills he has acquired. Even when the class text is not directly appropri-

ate to ESL work, it can supply vocabulary, patterns, and concepts on which lair

guage lessons can be built.

Use Real, Idiomatic English. Your student is learning English to communi-

cate with American classmates and teachers. The student needs to learn the

English that people actually use, not the stilted, overly rule- oonsoious style

of English you sometimes find in older grammar. books. Work on building idiomatic,

conversational fluency, and avoid overburdening your students with a lot of

formal, abstract rules about the way Americans "ought" to speak their language.

Focus an Fluency, Not Gi--mar Rules. Your students want to know how to

use English. Teaching them to mamorize formal rules of grammar probably won't

help them develop the ability to use and understand the language. For this

reason, a standard high school grammar book (intended for native English speaking

students) is not appropriate for students beginning to study English as a second

language. Use ESL materials that teach English patterns directly, and your

students will develop the essential basic language skills.

Vary Your Tutoring Activities. Don't confine yourself to a single setting.

Use a variety of learning activities. Go to a supermarket, for example, or a

department store, and have your student learn to describe in English what you

find. Talk about magazines or movies or TV programs. Go through your home,

and discuss how an American household works. Let your student compare America

with his native culture, and describe the differences. Plan your lessons around

your student's real language needs and interests.



Tutoring is rewarding because you share your language and your culture

with your students. It gives you an opportunity to teach language skills that

your students want to learn and need to have to study in an American school.

It is also an opportunity for you to get to know them --to learn about their

life and language and culture.

[Activities in the Communityl

Most communities have resources outside the regular school system which

can help the student who is new to America learn English. The most valuable

resources are found in school and public library programs, but others include

city sports and recreation programs, day camps and other activities sponsored

by city, church, or other institutions, clubs and hobby groups, and so on.

Since these resources were set up to serve the community at large, sponsors

and teachers of refugee children sometimes overlook their potential benefits in

language learning.

This list of activities is by no means exhaustive, but it is intended to

suggest the range of resources generally available and how they can be used

effectively to support a continuing English program during the summer months.

Sports and Recreation Programs. Real second language learning isn't

limited to drillwork in the classroom. Because language is an instrument of

communication and social interaction, the mastery of English means knowing

idiomatic usage in a great variety of social situations.

While we don't ordinarily think of sports or recreation programs as lan-

guage learning activities, they oan be very valuable for students who are trying

to learn natural, idiomatic English. Sports, games, and recreation of all

kinds - from organized leagues to neighborhood games - offer good opportunities

to meet and talk to Amerioan peers.

Some American games are quite unfamiliar to Asian children, and learning

to play them can be an important cultural experience. But some games are popu-

lar all over the world - ping-peng, chess, soccer, for example, and Vietnamese

children often excel at them. Reoreation programs provide refugee children a

chance to share their interests in sports with other American children.

These activities offer an environment for language learning which is almost

oompletely unstructured. If a student has a basic control of English patterns



and conversational vocabulary, he can gain a lot of valuable practice in

speaking English simply by having the opportunity to join in activities with

children his own age who speak English as their native language.

This sort osummer activity is more worthwhile for those andonto who

have learned basic English patterns. Other students may need more structured

activities.

Day Camps. Many communities organize half-day' or full-day "camps" which

offer a variety of activities in addition to sports and recreation programs.

They are often sponsored by churches, civic clubs, local governments, or

YM/YWCA's.

The value they have as language learning experiences is similar to organ-

ized sports activities: they give the 'refugee students a place and time to

meet and get to know Amerioan children of their own age.

Some day camp programs include additional, more structured activities

which lend themselves to those students whose English needs more basic work.

For example, individual work, such as crafts and art classes, provide an oppor-

tunity for individual contact between the student and an instructor which can

serve as small language lessons. The activity itself provides the basic vocab-

ulary, and the instructor can make the craft instruction an opportunity to

introduce and reinforce basic English patterns. The approach is similar to

that used by a language tutor.

Day camps offer an attractive alternative to a school environment. In

them a student finds opportunities for free communication and also some of the

structured language learning experiences the beginning student needs.

Clubs and Hobby Groups. One important advantage of clubs or hobby groups

is that they often center around activities which the student has long been

interested in. The student brings to these activities a longstanding enthusiasm,

which is an important motivation to learn about them in English.

These clubs give the student a chance to meet other children who shal. his

interests, and, in this way, they provide an environment which encourages lan-

guage learning.

The student should be encouraged to keep a notebook of words and phrases

associated with the hobby. Although the vocabulary he learns may be rather

specialized, it will prove especially useful because of the student's special

interest in the subject.
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These clubs offer the refugee child an opportunity to learn about his

interests in his second language, and in this sense, they provide a very

valuable language learning experience.

Library Programs. Municipal public libraries (and the school libraries

which are open in thesummer) usually offer a wide variety of activities in

addition to conventional library services. Many are directly usefUl for lan-

guage learning.

Public libraries are particularly interested in attracting younger readers.

They concentrate on programs for children in pre-kindergarten through elementary

school ages. Some programs are designed to get children interested in books

even before they have learned to read.

One of the most popular library programs for children is the "story hour."

A librarian reads stories to small groups of children, using pictures, or even

puppets, to illustrate the stories. This way a child with even, weak English

skills can enjoy and learn from this activity. It is an ideal opportunity for

a child to encounter English words and idioms.

A sponsor can reinforce this experience in a number of ways. He can

re-read the stories with the child at home, for example, or summarize and review

them with the child. He can also make informal language lessons based an the

stories by selecting key vocabulary and practicing these words with the child

using patterns the child has learned.

Other library programs which are popular with children can be used in

similar ways. A program doesn't have to be specifically developed for ESL

students to be of value. With a little preparation, other library services,

such as puppet shows, film and record programs, and "show and tell" sessions,

can serve as language building activities.

There are fewer organized programs for older students, although many lib-

raries show films and have hobby clubs for students through the upper secondary

grades. But regular library services are rich and valuable resources for any

language student. Although most public libraries don't order special ESL texts,

they usually have "easy readers" in their collection for students with poor

reading skills. Many may serve as recreational reading for older students.

Perhaps the most important resouroe of any library is the librarian. In

our experience, public library staff have been helpful and concerned about the

refugee students and their special educational needs. They have been anxious
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to make available the most appropriate materials and to help the students find

and use the books and magazines most suited to their interests. and abilities.

Language students of all ages ehould be encouraged to enjoy the library and to

use its resources to develop their English skills.

Summary

This Guide has described some of the resources generally available for

teaching English to Indochinese school-age children. Not all these resources

are available in every community, but it is likely that every community that

has sponsored Indochinese refugees can offer them sufficient opportunities to

learn and to practice English. Most refugee school children. need some formal

English instruction, either in a language class or with a tutor. And all can

profit from participating in community activities where they can imactice their

language skills and at the same time get to know and become a part of the commun-

ity.
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Introduces new vocabulary and idiomatic phrases through notes and exercises.

Vocabulary and comprehension drills follow each selection. Suitable for

secondary students and adults.
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Knrilecz, Margaret. Man and His World: A Structured Reader. New York: Crowell,

1969. $2.50. Paperback.

Intermediate through advanced.

A. series of readings on the theme: contemporary man and society. Includes

selections an race, geography, economics, and politics aimed at the secondary

school student. Contains many language skill-building exercises and drills,

.
and provides practice in composition and pronundiation.

McGillivray, James H. and James R. Echols. people at Work, and Let's Take a

Trip. New York: American Book Company, 1961-62. $1.60 each. Paperback.

Elementary through intermediate.

Two readers developed for junior and senior high school students. The first

describes a-variety of occupations and activities that Americans engage in;

the second follows four foreign students on a trip around the United States.

Very limited vocabulary. Each lesson is followed by drills and exercises.

Reader's Digest Services. Reading Skill Builders. Pleasantville, New York:

1959. Various prices. Paperback.

Intermediate through advanced.
A series of easy readers prepared for native speakers of English, but

suitable for ESL students. Begins with very simple selections and progresses

through about the sixth grade level. Exercises follow each passage. High

interest material for secondary students, using idiomatio English.

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Dorry, Gertrude Nye. Games for Second Language Learning. New York: McGraw

Hill, 1966. $1.50. Paperback.

All levels.
Mainly aimed at younger students, this book contains a large number ofaan-

guage learning activities that can be used either in a classroom or indiviau-

ally. The level of language skill necessary for each activity is specified:

Hauptman, Philip and John Upshur. run With Lnglish. New York: Macmillan,

1973. $1.75. Paperback.

Intermediate.
Designed for students 10 and above, this book contains learning games and

puzzles which test and build vocabulary and reading comprehension. There are

crossword puzzles, anagrams, word games, and "mystery" stories. The teacher's

'guide contains an answer key.

Lee, W.R. Language-Teaching Games and Contests. New York: Oxford, 1965.

$1.70. Paperback.

Elementary to intermediate.
Simple language learning

exercises aimed mainly at younger children. Some

suitable for individual work, but most designed for the olassroom.


